Take Shelter.
Don’t Let the Wrath of Tornadoes Injure You or Your Colleagues.

Our Tornado Resistant doors were developed to resist windborne missiles and flying debris associated with tornados, and designed specifically for shelters to protect occupants from injury.

Consider This Damage From Flying Debris
A 2”x 4” wood stud weighing 15 pounds, when carried by a 250mph wind has a horizontal speed of 100mph.

That’s enough force to penetrate most common building materials today.

StormPro 361 and StormPro 320 — assemblies have been successfully tested in accordance with ICC 500-2014, and 3rd party UL classified to ICC 500-2014 standards.

StormPro Tornado Shutter — designed for safe rooms that require natural lighting from windows during normal, non-threatening conditions and are 3rd party UL tested and classified to ICC 500-2014 and meets FEMA guidelines.

When It’s Stormy Out, You Need StormPro